
Chapter 3708

Even though Smoke was filled with hate and resentment, he dared not cause any more trouble.

He had no choice but to crawl to the side and make way for Harvey.

He knew that if he continued challenging Harvey at this point, Rachel would definitely beat him to

death.

“Harvey! How dare you cripple my fiance’s subordinates?!”

“You’re even here with a coffin! You’re ruining my engagement banquet!”

Emily’s face darkened in an instant when she saw Harvey walking in.

“You think we’re easy targets?!”

“Go! Kill him!”

No matter the case, Koen was still the Benett family’s son-in-law.

Disrespecting him would mean disrespecting the Benett family.

Thus, Emily had no choice but to take action.
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Besides, she was terrified of Harvey saying things that couldn’t be made public. She wanted Harvey dead as soon as possible.

“Die!”

Eight experts from the Benett family pulled out their golden swords and pounced at Harvey

without hesitation.

Bam!

Rachel laughed nonchalantly. She grabbed the sword of the person in front and swung it with great fury.

The blade shattered, and its pieces scattered all around.

The fragments pierced through the experts. They started coughing up blood on the ground.

They were no match against Rachel at all!

Any Man Can Last 3 Hours In Bed By Doing This (Try It Tonight) Use This Before Bed And Fat Will Be Gone In 5 Days
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“What do you want, Harvey?!”

Koen couldn’t help but speak up after seeing what had happened.

Ordinary people wouldn’t be able to go against Smoke and the experts from the Benett family.

Since Harvey’s subordinates were able to crush them so easily, this was enough proof saying that Harvey was at least on par
with Koen and Emily.

“You come here to our territory, humiliating us and beating up our men! Don’t you know that you need to pay a great price for
committing such a heinous act?!” Emily screamed, her face dark.

Rachel said nothing and pulled a chair for Harvey to sit on.

Layne poured a cup of tea and brought it to Harvey.

“I came here for three things.”

Harvey ignored everyone’s gaze and blew into his cup of tea. Then, he glanced at the couple.

“Number one: I brought the, coffin here to celebrate you despicable pair getting together.”

“Number two: I’m here to get you back for what happened to Amber and the others.”
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“Number three: I’m here to talk about you conspiring with the enemy and selling out your country for your own gains.”

“Well?”

“Did I make myself clear?”

“Did you understand me?”

The guests were quite surprised to hear Harvey’s words.

Judging from what Harvey said, Amber and the others were conspired against.

Harvey also believed that Koen and Emily were behind it!

The main culprit of this would most likely be the Indians as well!

Safe to say, the accusations Harvey made against Koen and Emily were quite drastic.

If the two were actually guilty of the crime, they would be insulted and beaten up relentlessly like

street rats!

“Enough of this slander, Harvey!”

Koen’s expression changed instantly.

“I’ve never sent anyone to poison Amber and the others!” 1

“I won’t stand for this slander!” 1
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